Introduction.
Let K be any algebraic number field. If, for each number 2 of the field K, there is an algebraic integer ~ of K such that
IN($--2)1 < ],
where N denotes the norm, then Euclid's algorithm is said to be valid in K. For complex quadratic fields, the question is almost trivial. For real quadratic fields, it has been known for some years that there are only a finite number of cases in which Euclid's algorithm is valid. I have recently given 1 a proof of this result based on new principles, and this proof has led to the complete enumeration 2 of all such eases. Now let K be a cubic field of negative discriminant, that is, a field generated by a real cubic irrationality whose conjugates are complex. The main result of the present paper is that Euclid's algorithm is valid only in a finite number of such fields.
As in the quadratic case, the result is closely connected with one which relates to a more general situation. Let This result, though of interest in connection with some problems of Diophantine approximation, has in itself no application to the question of Euclid's algorithm.
For that we need the following vital addition.
Theorem 2. Suppose that the ternary cubic form f (u, v, w) has integral coefficients and that f (u, v, w) :~ 0 for all integers u, v, w except O, O, O. Then the numbers u*, v*, w*, whose existence is asserted in Theorem 1, can be so chosen as to be rational. Now let K be a cubic field of discriminant --d < 0, and let a, fi, y be a basis for the algebraic integers of K. Let ~', fl', y' and ~r fi", y" be the algebraic conjugates of a, fl, y in some fixed order. Then ~, the linear form in (1), with integral variables u, v, w, represents the general algebraic integer of K, and $', ~" are its algebraic conjugates. The determinant of these three linear forms is ~=i]/d, and we can suppose without loss of generality that the determinant is i Vd. The ternary cubic form f (u, v, w) is the norm of a general algebraic integer of K, and so it has integral coefficients and is not zero unless u, v, w are all zero. 
Since, by a classical result 1, the number of cubic fields with bounded discriminants is finite, this justifies the assertion made earlier, that Euclid's algorithm is valid only in a finite number of cubic fields of negative discriminant.
The plan of the paper is as follows. After a number of lemmas, we prove Theorem l, relating to general linear forms, in w 4. In w 5 and w 6 the proof is reconsidered, in the light of the additional hypothesis of Theorem 2, and that theorem is then established in w 7.
Throughout the paper, small Latin letters, other than c, f, i, x, y, z, denote integers.
Preliminary Lemmas.
Definitions. Let the cofactors of the elements of the matrix c~' fl' y' ,
after dividing each of them by iA, be denoted by the corresponding capital letter, so that iAA = fl'y"--fi"y', etc. It is plain that A, B, F are real, and that A", B", F"
are the complex conjugates of A', B', 1"'. Also
Let E, ~', ~" be the linear forms
of determinant (iA) -1. We have the obvious identity
(s)
We write
(9)
~3+~'-~'+~"-~"= uU+vV+wW. 1 The word chain is used to denote a set of objects which is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all integers (positive, negative and zero).
The argument is essentially that of Hermite; for an exposition of the general theory, see Bachmann, loc.cit., Kap. 12. If x, y, z correspond to the minimum of the form both when R=RI and R=R2, It follows that the above intervals for R, and the corresponding values of x, y, z can be enumerated according to increasing values of R. We ignore any interval for R which consists of a single point, and enumerate the x, y, z as x~, y~, z~.
Here n takes all integral values, since it is impossible for the same x, y, z to provide the minimum of QR(U, V, W) for arbitrarily large R, or for arbitrarily small R.
This follows from (16); if this inequality were true for arbitrarily large R we would have x = 0, and if it were true for arbitrarily small R we would have y --~ z --~ 0, either of which is contrary to the hypothesis that X(Y2 § 2) 4= 0 for integral 
Rn(xn--Xn+l) < 2(Yn+l § Zn) ~ R,~+~(xn--x~+~)
Hence Xn+ 1 ~ X n. Since the linear form X does not represent zero, we have Xn+ 1 < Xn,
and it now follows that 2 2 2 2 yn+l~-Zn+l > yn+Zn. This proves (12).
It is plain that our definition ensures the truth of the first assertion in the enunciation ; indeed, it is further true that for every R there is an n with the minimal property (11). yn~-Zn ~-oo aS R -+ cx~, that is, as n ~ q-cx~; for if y~q-z~ were bounded under this operation, then, as x n is necessarily bounded we would get some one set x~, y~, z~ providing the minimum for arbitrarily large R, which we have seen to be impossible.
Similarly for the other assertions in (14) and (15).
To prove (13) we observe that for any n there is a value of R such that the form QR(U, V, W) assumes its minimum twice, namely with x~, y,~, z,~ and with x~+~, Y~+I, Zn+l; this value of R being the point where two adjacent intervals abut.
From the two corresponding cases of (16), we obtain 2 2 2 --I 2 2 R x n ~ 2A-~,
2R (yn+l-~Zn+l) < 2A-~
This gives (13), and the proof is complete.
(is)
Lemma 3. Let T(n) be defined for every integer n, and have the properties
T(n)-+ O as n-+ --~ , T(n)-+oz as n-9-~oo.
Let C > 1 be given. Then there exist integers nk, defined for every integer k, such that
CT(nk) <= T(nk~l ) < C2T(nk+l) .
Proof. Case 1. Suppose that
for every integer n. Define n 0 arbitrarily, and define nl~ n 2 .... by recurrence, through the condition
This is possible, in a unique manner, by (17) and (19). Then (20) is satisfied for k > 0, as also is the left hand half of (21). To prove the right hand half of (21) for k ~ 0, we observe that, by (22), (23) and (17),
T(nk+~) < CT(n~.+,--1) < C2T(nt.) < C2T(nk-~l).
Next, define n 1, n >... by recurrence, through the condition
This is possible, in a unique manner, by (17) and (18). Now (20) is satisfied for k ~ --1, as also is (21), with C in place of C 2 on the right.
Case 2. Suppose that there are numbers n which violate (22), and that such numbers are bounded above. Take n o to be larger than the largest of them, so that (22) is valid for n ~ n o. The preceding proof applies, since (22) 
T(gr~-l) ~ CT(gr).
We define integers ~(r) n(,~, ~(r) by taking n(0 r) 9 =o ..... e, --.
= g,., and defining n(k ~ for every k ~ --1 by (24), with the superscript r. We denote by ~(r) the set of numbers n~) ~/r) Then (21) is valid ~or any two consecutive numbers of ~J~(~>.
0 ' '~-1' ....
We now observe that the set ~.R (r+~) contains the set ~)l(r). To prove this, define k by
by (26) and (25). Hence T(~]r) < T(~t~r+i)-~l) , whence g, < n~(~+ L), and so ~]r = ~C~+l),k , by (26). This proves that the set O~ (r+l) contains gr, and by the uniqueness of the construction the numbers in the set less than ~r are the same as those in ~(").
Take the integers n~ to consist of the numbers in all sets ~0'). Then any two consecutive terms n~, n~+~ are also consecutive terms in ~('), for all sufficiently large r, and we have already proved that (21) Proof. With the notation of Lemma 2, define
The hypotheses of Lemma 3 are satisfied; hence, by that lemma with C 2 in place of C, there exists an increasing chain of integers nj such that Y~+Zk)
x~( YL, +zL~) < ~-'c". 
Definitions. By Lemma 5 there exists, for every integer k, a number R = R k such that the form

Q~(U, V, W) = R~X2+2R-I(Y~+Z 2)
has for its minimum value 2 2 9 1 2 2
RX~+~R (Yk+Zk).
By Lemma 1 there exists an integral unimodular substitution (depending on k) from the variables U, V, W to new variables Uk, Vk, W k which transforms the form QR(U, V, W) into one whose leading coefficients, say ~7/~, ~k, 0k, satisfy (37) ~k : 2 kU~+BkVk+F~Wk,
~-R XI~+2R-I(Y~+Z~),
~tt r! ,! t! ---A k Uk+B ~ Vk+Fl~ Wk. -- t -- rt ~2A1~ ~ Y~+iZ~, ~2A~ = Yk--iZk,
QR(U, V, W) = R2~'+4R-1IE'I2 ;
By (9), we have
where R ~--R k throughout.
H. Davenport.
=-R Bk+4R llBk]', e~ = R~F~ q -4R-~]F'kl ~,
We next define ~, ... so that they have the same relation to Ak, ... us was originally true for the symbols without suffixes. To be precise, we define ~k as the cofactor of A~ in the determinant of the coefficients on the right of (40), multiplied by iA, and so on for all the elements. The linear forms ~, $', ~" are then transformable into akU~+fikVkq-TkW~, etc. by an integral unimodular substitution (namely, that which is contragredient to the substitution from U, V, W to U k, V~, Wk).
Note that none of A~ .... , F~' can be zero, by the hypothesis of Theorem 1.
Lemma 6. We have, for all k,
IAkA'k+IA'~'+II < ~ A-1C 6 .
Proof. This is simply a restatement of (34) 
2R'~]AkA~I G 89
Also, by (45), 2R-~lr'~l < (G)~. Again, by definition,
The first term on the right has already been estimated above as not exceeding ,/x" 2 [z For the second term, we have 4R-~IA; [ ~ ~ ~k, k[Fk[ ~ (G~,) 8, by (43) and (45) 
2V2+~ AIflJ < A --flq+Tff < /2-+2 '
then (55) will be satisfied. Also (56) will be satisfied, since by (57). Hence (59) is true, and this proves the result. We shall achieve this by the definitions
where p~, q~ are the integers determined in Lemma 8, provided that C is taken to be sufficiently large. These series are absolutely convergent, since and A~, A~ satisfy (46) and (47). Also 40 is real and 2' 0' is the complex conjugate of 2~. We" define 2k, 2'k, 2'~' for all integers k by similar series:
By (55), (46) we have Then, in virtue of (64), (65), (66) and (71) We now define a particular integer k by the condition
Ak-1 __ Ak which is uniquely soluble for lc unless $o+2o = 0 (a case which we return to in a moment). By (70) we have
In the case when ~o+20 = 0, we simply choose k so large that (74) holds. u+A~2t, by (67) and (68), (2(C--1) /~(c-1)"
It is plain that if C is suitably chosen as a large positive constant, these can be satisfied by a positive value of c. Thus the hypothesis (70) has led to a contradiction, and this proves Theorem 1.
The second of (76), (77) is always more stringent than the first. If we choose C : 37.5, we find that 8 • l013 is a legitimate value for c -1.
Preliminary Lemmas for the Proof of Theorem 2.
The hypothesis of Theorem 2 is that the ternary cubic form
has integral coefficients, and is not zero for integral values of u, v, w other than 0, 0, 0. We proceed to develop some consequences of this hypothesis. In the course of this we shall see (in Lemma l l) that the above hypothesis implies that the adjoint forms E, ~', ~" also do not represent zero; a hypothesis which was made explicitly in Theorem 1.
Lemma 9. There exists a cubic field K of negative discriminant, and there exist algebraic integers ~*, fl*, y* in K, such that mf (u, v, w) = N(o,*u § identically in u, v, w, where N 
denotes the norm of a number of K, and m is a non-zero integer.
This is a classical result; for a proof see Bachmann, loc. cit., Kap. 12, w167 l, 2, 3. Remark. If we prove Theorem 2 for the ternary cubic form mr (u, v, w) , its conclusion will also hold for f (u, v, w) , by considerations of homogeneity. To avoid the introduction of new symbols, we shall therefore assume henceforward that in 
IAAB!,t]
r-1 1 1 1 -I ~qll q12q13~
~A" B" ' < 02 ~9'2 0"2J (~qal q32 q33j
with rational numbers qrs. The reciprocal matrix on the right has for its first row
and its other rows are obtained by cyclic permutation of ~, 0% O". It is plain that these three numbers are linearly independent numbers of K, and that the cyclic permutation produces their algebraic conjugates in the same order as it produces those of ~, fl, y. Hence the same is true of A, B, F, which are linear combinations of the above three numbers with rational coefficients whose determinant is not zero. Proof. By Lemma 10, A is an element of K and A', A" are its conjugates in some fixed order. Similarly for B and F. Hence the coefficients in the product
S~'~" = (A U+BV+FW) (A' U+B' V+F' W) (A" U+B" V+F" W)
are rational. Also, since A, B, F are linearly independent, the product is not zero if U, V, W are integers, not all zero. Note also that A 4 is rational, by (79).
Moreover, since iAA = fl'y"--fi"y', etc., and ~, fi, ~ are algebraic integers, it follows that AA, AB, AI" are algebraic integers. As A is also an algebraic integer, by (79), it follows that the coefficients in the product A(AZ)(A~')(AZ") are both rational, and algebraic integers, and so are integers.
Further Lemmas.
We know, by the work of w 3, that it is possible to find a set of integral unimodular substitutions, one for every integer k, which transform the linear forms ~" ~' ~" into those given in (40), such that the coefficients A k, F' k' satisfy (43), (44), (45) Proof. 1 We begin by considering the situation of w 3, and use the notation of that section. Let It. D~venport.
Proof. As (49) and (50) depend only on (43), (44), (45) It suffices to prove that the numbers ~0, ~0, ~'0', defined by (61), (62), (63), using the definitions of A k ..... ~k, -.., Pk, qk given in w 6, are such that ~0 is a 
